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he Elegant Desert Camp offers guests a world of vast spaces,
endless horizons and rugged mountain heights. Surrounded by
the Tsaris Mountains, gravel plains and stretches of savannah,
this 10-room tented glamping experience provides a level of tranquillity
and a clarity of light rarely found elsewhere. The Camp is only 7km from
The Elegant Desert Lodge and 45 km from Sesriem, so you’re within a
stone’s throw of one of Namibia’s primary attractions.
These are not your ordinary tents. These are spacious, customised
85 square metre canvas tents which include extra length king size beds
and all the little camp-style luxuries which make it a holiday to remember.
Expect hot and cold water solar geysers – 24 hour solar power – an en
suite bathroom/outdoor shower, a portable mini bar…and, to top it all,
a rock pool on top of the mountain, and a sundowner deck with the
world at your feet. Guests are encouraged to sleep outside on the deck
to wallow in the beauty of late-night star gazing. The clarity of the sky
here is sensational.

The Elegant
Desert Camp
If you ‘re up for complete silence, total tranquillity, dramatic scenery and a skylight
exposing the stars…the Elegant Desert Camp is the perfect place to rest your head
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What can you do here, if you’d like to rather hop on to a tour?
Consider one of these: a two hour scenic drive including sundowners
and snacks; or a half-day Sossusvlei excursion with breakfast.
The Elegant Desert Camp offers something unique. A self-drive
experience…with a difference. Authentic Namibian hospitality, quality
staff and service, and something off the beaten track. That’s the joy of
Namibia.

www.elegant-desert-camp.com | info@the-elegant-collection.com
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